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SHETLAND LEADER 2007 - 2013 LAG

MINUTES OF LAG MEETING HELD IN EDU BOARDROOM AT
9.30AM ON THURSDAY 14th MARCH 2013.

Present: Douglas Irvine, SIC - Chair
David Cormack, SGRPID
Michael Duncan, SIC 
Juan Brown, SNH
Tommy Coutts, SIC
Donald Anderson, Shetland Arts (proxy for Kathy Hubbard)
Kathleen Sinclair, NFU
Mick Clifton, SIC
Ruth Henderson, Seafood Shetland
Anne Robertson, VAS (proxy for Wendy Hand)
Diana Abernethy, AB Associates Ltd

Sheila Tulloch, SIC – LAG Co-ordinator

1. Apologies and Introductions
Apologies were received from; Jeemie Smith, FSB; Mhari Pottinger, HIE; Pete 
Glanville, Shetland Organics; Maree Hay, NCDC and Sally Spence, SIC.

2. Membership Balance
Membership of the group was discussed and there were not enough LAG 
members from the private sector in attendance.  Anne Robertson was able to 
attend on behalf of VAS at short notice and there was an appropriate balance
before the meeting began.

3. Declarations of Interest

CVG 108 – Shetland Bus Friendship Society Property Co. – Enhanced 
Facilities at Scalloway Museum
Diana Abernethy declared an interest.

CVG 110 – Transition Shetland – Community Growing Project
Diana Abernethy declared an interest.

CVG 111 – Shetland College (SIC) – Community Empowerment through
Digital Inclusion
All SIC staff members declared in interest. These were Douglas Irvine, 
Tommy Coutts, Mick Clifton and Michael Duncan.

CVG 081 – Moving On Employment Project Ltd – Transition Support 
Service
Douglas Irvine declared an interest.

CVG 107 – Shetland Recreational Trust – Regional Hockey Facility, Brae
Tommy Coutts declared an interest.
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Mick Clifton stated he had been involved in assisting two organisations;
Transition Shetland and Bridge End Outdoor Centre through his role as West 
and Central Community Worker.  The LAG discussed this and were happy to 
note his involvement but did not think he should declare an interest or leave 
the room whilst projects were discussed.

4. Minutes of 24th January 2013
The minutes were proposed by David Cormack and seconded by Donald 
Anderson.

5. Matters Arising – not dealt with elsewhere
There were no matters arising.

6. Latest Updates 
Sheila discussed the project approvals and provided more detail on the latest 
updates presented to the LAG. 

Claims continue to be processed. The figures shown in the financial summary 
are the confirmed budgets currently available including known underspends.  
There are sufficient funds available in both budgets to approve all potential 
and stage two projects being considered at this meeting.

The current expenditure profile sheet shows if all projects presented at the 
meeting were approved, the LEADER budget would be fully committed whilst 
the Convergence budget would be 99% committed at £1,469,287.  

Outputs were discussed and based on the data provided the LAG remains
well on the way to meeting most of its targets.  

7. Potential Projects

CVG 097 – Bridge End Outdoor Centre Trust – Development of Bridge 
End Outdoor Centre
Bridge End Outdoor Centre Trust (BEOCT) propose to expand and improve 
its existing facilities to offer a wider range of services and facilities to the local
community as well as its users.   They were seeking £176,794 or 47.5% of 
total eligible project costs of £372,197.  The project aims to reclaim an area of 
the seabed to create safe access to water based facilities as well as providing 
a number of caravan pitches.  A toilet and shower block will also be 
constructed as well as an upgrade of the car park and small picnic and BBQ 
area. The LAG discussed the potential project form as well as extra 
information provided considering a phased approach to the project.   

The LAG were in agreement that this was a suitable LEADER project and 
appeared to have a good fit with the aims of the LEADER business plan. 
Match funding was discussed.  Michael Duncan stated the SIC capital and 
revenue grant aid schemes were currently under review and that cuts were 
expected going forward.  If an application was made to the scheme a decision 
could not be made until September or October at the earliest.  The amount 
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requested from the capital grant scheme would have to be approved by 
committee.  Some recent LEADER projects requiring match funding from this 
scheme have been rejected by the SIC committee.  

The LAG discussed the additional information concerning a phased approach 
to the project.  If BEOCT are not able to secure total funding of £372,197 they
would prioritise works on the most income generating elements for the Centre.
Phase 1 would involve the provision of caravan pitches and associated 
reclamation works at a cost of £201,229 seeking £50,000 from LEADER.  The 
LAG felt this was a more realistic approach with a higher likelihood of securing 
the required match funding.  The LAG noted the amount of work undertaken 
on this project to date. 

The LAG decided to invite BEOCT to submit a full application to the next 
meeting based on Phase one of the two stage approach.

LDR 109 – National Trust for Scotland – Halligarth House and Wood
Options Appraisal
The National Trust for Scotland were seeking £5,630 or 45% of total eligible
LEADER costs of £12,480 to undertake an Options Appraisal Study on 
Halligarth in Unst.  The House and Wood are of historical importance to Unst 
and Shetland as a whole.  The house was home to the Edmonston and Saxby 
families.  Joy Sandison, a direct descendant of Laurence Edmonston, gifted 
the property to the National Trust for Scotland.  The property is currently the 
subject of a listing application with Historic Scotland.

It was questioned how this project was innovative.  The potential project form 
mentions working in partnership with the community but there is not enough 
evidence to suggest this is a bottom up project originating from the 
community.  

Additionality was discussed and the LAG felt this was also an area of concern 
and that the project as presented could go ahead without LEADER funding.

The LAG decided to reject the project based on the lack of local community 
involvement, innovation and additionality. 

CVG 110 – Transition Shetland – Community Growing Project
Diana Abernethy left the room.

The applicant, Transition Shetland, was seeking £9,000 or 45% of total project 
costs of £20,000 to undertake a feasibility study to find out if it is possible to 
bring the Tingwall glasshouse back into use, primarily for community use for 
growing food on a domestic scale.

Mick Clifton provided some background to the project as, through his role as 
Community Work Officer, he has provided advice and support to the applicant. 
He explained that the group have held a number of public meetings to gauge 
interest and attract interested individuals and have secured lottery funding 
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from the “Investing in Ideas” fund for the project which they must spend within 
one year.

The LAG considered that the idea of converting the redundant facility for 
community use was innovative and investigating its potential would be a 
worthwhile LEADER project.  However they suggested that the applicant 
should place less emphasis on climate change and more emphasis on the 
benefits of local food production.

The LAG decided to allow the project to proceed to a stage two application. 

Diana Abernethy returned to the room.

CVG 111 – Shetland College (SIC) – Community Empowerment through 
Digital Inclusion
Douglas Irvine, Tommy Coutts, Mick Clifton and Michael Duncan left the 
room.

In the absence of Mhari Pottinger as Vice Chair, David Cormack was 
nominated and accepted to act as Chair whilst Douglas was out of the room.

Shetland College were seeking £40,000 or 50% of total project costs of
£80,000 for their project which aims to enable people living and working in 
rural communities to participate effectively in the “digital society”.  Innovative 
training and support would be developed and delivered to identified target 
groups including; Micro-SME’s, Micro SME’s who run their business through 
mobile phones, Social Enterprises/Community Groups, Unemployed People, 
People with restricted opportunities and families who do not have access to 
new technologies at home.  

The LAG were concerned from the outset that this project was very similar to 
the Shetland College project currently being funded by LEADER, CVG 078 
Rural Access to Innovative Skills (RAISE).  On this basis it was felt that the 
project was not innovative as it appeared to be almost a continuation of the 
previous project.  A further concern regarding the sustainability of the project 
was raised.  LEADER was the only identified match funding source for the 
project.  It was queried what would happen at the end of the project and 
whether the project could become self sustaining.

The LAG decided to reject the project because it was too similar to the 
currently approved project, lack of innovation and concerns over sustainability. 

Douglas Irvine, Tommy Coutts, Mick Clifton and Michael Duncan returned to
the room.

8. Presentation from Moving On Employment Project Ltd
Moving On Employment Project Ltd applied for funding of £57,431 in 2011.  
The funding was requested for a project lasting two years and nine months,
however the LAG is unable to award funding for more than two years.  At a 
meeting on the 10th March 2011 the LAG approved the project for two years 
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and made a formal offer to Moving On of £41,068.  This left a balance of 
£16,363 for the final 9 months.  Representatives were invited to give a 
presentation and answer questions before the LAG decided whether to award 
funding for the final months of the project.

Kellie Naulls, Project Coordinator and Beth Robertson, Transition Support 
Worker provided some background information about the project.  The project 
aims to provide one to one support for participants to access employment,
training and education.  The service was developed as there was a gap in the 
service for young people aged 16-25 with Additional Support Needs (ASN) 
and Autistic Spectrum Conditions (AS).  Support is also provided to the 
employer or training provider.  To date 30 young people have been supported 
with 7 still currently receiving support.  23 young people have been 
discharged with 17 into a positive destination.  The average length of time 
taken to support a young person was 10 months.  Young people have gone 
on to undertake full and part time employment as well as work experience, 
training and education.  A total of 21 employers have provided work 
opportunities to young people throughout Shetland.

A consultation was carried out in December 2012 with a 51% return rate.  
Findings were very positive and helped Moving On to ensure the service was 
meeting the needs of its users and the community.  93% of respondents 
stated they felt more confident about work whilst 86% felt they had improved 
their communication and social skills.

Douglas thanked Kellie and Beth for providing an interesting presentation
before they left the meeting.  

Douglas then declared an interest and left the room before the LAG discussed 
the project.  David Cormack acted as Chair whilst Douglas was out of the 
room.

The LAG felt it had been extremely useful to hear the presentation and learn 
more about the project.  The project was very innovative, had achieved good 
results so far and had been able to help young people across Shetland.  This 
was an important theme within the LEADER Business Plan.

The LAG decided to award the project the funding for the remaining nine 
months.

Douglas returned to the room.

9. Projects for Decision

CVG 106 – Northern Focus Parkour – Shetland Parkour Experience
Northern Focus Parkour are a community based parkour and free running 
group in Shetland.  Their aim is to provide a safe and supportive environment 
in which young people can develop skills as well as build on existing talent. 
Parkour is a physical and mental discipline expressed through human 
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movement.  It involves travelling along a route, attempting to navigate 
obstacles in the most efficient way possible using only your body.

The applicant is seeking Convergence funding of £5,775.60 or 46.6% of 
overall total project costs of £12,395.60 to run a four day training programme 
featuring a mix of indoor and outdoor taster sessions.  There will also be 
coaching/training sessions for group leaders to expand their knowledge. The 
project is innovative as it is the first time this type of activity will have been 
delivered in Shetland.  The project represents value for money as training will 
be provided by specialists which will allow the group to continue its 
engagement with young people at very limited cost in the future.  This legacy 
of training will also ensure the project is sustainable. Reasonableness of cost 
has been assessed by providing relevant quotes.  The project has also 
secured Awards for All funding.  Additionality was discussed and it was 
agreed that without funding from LEADER the project would be unlikely to 
proceed in the current financial climate.

The LAG approved the project unanimously (see attached voting record).

CVG 107 – Shetland Recreational Trust – Regional Hockey Facility, Brae
Tommy Coutts declared an interest but remained in the room to answer 
queries.  He did not vote on the project.

Shetland Recreational Trust (SRT) are seeking £200,000 or 29% of overall 
total project costs of £680,983. They aim to develop the sports field at Brae to 
become the Regional Hockey Facility for Shetland. The project proposes to 
upgrade the existing sports field with a new artificial surface specifically for
hockey. The existing changing facilities will be upgraded to provide new 
heating and hot water systems together with other improvements including a 
new storage building for hockey equipment, new dugouts, spectator shelters 
and hockey goals.  Currently, there is no recognised regional facility for 
Hockey in Shetland.  This project would create such a facility and enable 
Shetland to participate in the sport on a regional basis.

Match funding was discussed.  An application to Sport Scotland for 36.71% of 
total project costs of £680,983 has been successful. 

The LAG agreed the project was innovative as the creation of a Regional 
Hockey Facility will be the first development of its kind in Shetland.  It will 
enable the wider development of the sport and encourage participants to be 
involved in regional competitions.

The project was deemed to be value for money as it will deliver on key 
priorities and impacts from the Shetland Sports Strategy 2012 – 2017, as well 
as levering in £250,000 of funding from outwith Shetland.

Reasonableness of Cost was discussed; a tender process will be carried out 
on the project.  The total project cost includes VAT @ 10%, this figure has 
been used by SRT as a guide on the basis that approximately 50% of their 
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activities are classed as ineligible for VAT.  The applicant will only know how 
much VAT is recoverable once the project is complete.  

The LAG unanimously agreed to approve the project (see attached voting 
record).     

CVG 108 – Shetland Bus Friendship Society Property Co. – Enhanced 
Facilities at Scalloway Museum
Diana Abernethy left the room.

The applicant, SBFS Properties Ltd, was seeking £36,230 or 45% of total 
project costs of £80,512 to improve toilet facilities for visitors to Scalloway 
Museum, create an artefact store and a new external display of fisheries 
related artefacts and improve the energy efficiency of the building.   

Concerns raised at the LAG meeting on 24th January when the project was 
considered at the potential project stage were discussed:

 The applicant had investigated applying to the Climate Challenge Fund 
for assistance with the purchase of the heat recovery equipment but it 
did not appear to be a good fit with the funding criteria.

 With regard to the shortfall in energy efficiency in a new building, it was 
explained that this was actually an old building, basically a big open 
space built without any high spec insulation, which had been upgraded 
and converted. The heat recovery equipment had been included in the 
original building plan but, after the original contractor went bust, it was 
one of the things that were sacrificed in order to keep the total costs 
within budget.

  Shetland Bus Friendship Society and SBFS Properties Ltd remain as 
two separate organisations with different roles (SBFS Properties Ltd is 
responsible for the property and Shetland Bus Friendship Society for 
running the museum) for the immediate future.

 There is no overlap with LEADER project 065 Scalloway Museum Co-
ordination (applicant Shetland Bus Friendship Society) or with the 
Fisheries Local Action Group project for a fisheries exhibition as both of 
these are concerned with interpretation and the project under 
consideration is entirely for capital costs related to the building.

The LAG agreed that all the concerns raised had been satisfactorily 
answered.

The LAG noted that the Scalloway Museum was a very successful facility and 
that from the start visitor numbers had been higher than expected in particular 
with regard to bus tours which bring in a large number of visitors at the same 
time. Bus passengers tend to be older people and the need for more toilets is 
clear. The heat recovery equipment will improve the building’s energy 
efficiency and reduce heating costs. Together the improvements will enhance 
the visitor experience and improve the long term sustainability of the museum. 
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The LAG were satisfied that value for money, reasonableness of cost and 
additionality had been adequately addressed in the project officer’s evaluation 
of the project and unanimously agreed to approve the project (see attached 
voting record).

Diana Abernethy returned to the room.

10. LEADER Co-ordinators Meeting
Sheila provided an update on the recent meeting she had attended.  Alistair 
Prior from the Scottish Government attended and contributed to the meeting.  
He reported to the Co-ordinators on the outcomes of the Audit Scotland 
inspections of LEADER files and led the discussion on Local Development 
Strategies for the next LEADER programme.   Discussions focused on the two 
main issues;  

 Audit Scotland Reports
 Local Development Strategies

The Audit Scotland reports had been very critical.  60 LEADER case files had 
been reviewed, 37 were queried and 7 projects were found to be 100% 
ineligible.  Among other things Audit Scotland raised queries regarding the 
eligibility of training, staffing (unless a new post has been created), design 
fees, vocational training schemes and artists’ fees.  Audit Scotland argued 
that viability must be measurable until the end of the SRDP programme.

These changes will not be backdated but will affect ongoing projects.

LAG chairs have been invited to a meeting later in March to discuss the next 
programme.  A call for expressions of interest will follow after this meeting.  
The LAG can begin work on and adopt the Local Development Strategy 
before the budget is announced.  Suggestions for developing the Strategy so 
far include holding public meetings in areas outside Lerwick and inviting 
previous applicants to provide input.  A separate LAG session will be held to 
discuss this further.

11. AOB
There was no AOB.

12. Date of next meeting/closure
9th May 2013 EDU Boardroom.  

Meeting closed at 11.55 am.
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